
Physics Spring 2017                     name _________________________________________  hour _______
40pt Packet 5 Reading Questions                                         Due Date: 4:30PM on Mon, 2/22/17     sheet # ____

What Geology Has to Say About Building a 1,000-Mile Border Wall:
http://www.smithsonianmag.com/science-nature/vast-geological-challenges-building-border-wall-180962072/#xz7epG3oX1EsPw87.99

1.) What is the range of heights proposed for Trump's wall?

2.) What are some of the details scientists will have to investigate before the first brick of the wall is set in place. 

3.)  How long does Trump's executive order give the survey team and planning experts to study the southern border? 

4a.) Why must the wall be built on bedrock? 

        4b.) So what is the problem with this? 

5.) So what is so bad about the clay-rich minerals that are common over much of the land on which the wall will be built?

6.)  Sulfate-rich soils are common in what’s known as the Trans-Pecos soils along the border in the southwestern arm of Texas. 
So why does this present a problem for the wall?

 7.) Why must the wall be offset at El Centinela? 

http://atlantisrisingmagazine.com/article/the-fall-of-the-royal-society/
THE FALL OF THE ROYAL SOCIETY OR HOW ISAAC NEWTON SETTLED HIS SCORE WITH ROBERT HOOKE

8.) Why didn't Newton just take of the Royal Society in 1695? Why did he wait until 1703?

9.)  Who was Hooke eating lunch with when he proposed the analogy of Kepler to Galileo?  Why didn't he just prove how he 
knew the relationship right then at the cafe? He could have avoided all the controversy with Newton/ 

10a.) Where does Askey display "Nulus in Verba"?  It was the original motto of the  Royal Society. 

10b.) What does it translate to? 

10c.) Where does it come from and what does it mean? 

10d.) Who lived by it on a daily basis? ____________________________ 

11.) What was the Royal Society going to use Parallax to prove? 

12.) What was the Society's main complaint about Hooke? 

13.) Google "Parallax" and draw a picture representing it:

** Now skip down on the Reading to where it says  "The Establishment of the Royal Society"
14.)  So what it is about the Royal Society that would have them gladly accept Newton's Reflective Telescope, but practically 
ignore his massively important work on the nature of refraction of white light into ROYGBIV?



How Edgar Allan Poe Came Up With the Big Bang
15.) Eureka: A Prose Poem was Poe’s last major work before his death in 1849.   Give at least 5 things about the poem that predicted 
modern Cosmology:
1. 

2.

3.

4.

5. 

http://www.newyorker.com/news/
news-desk/the-mistrust-of-science

8.) Why didn't Newton just take of the Royal Society in 1695? Why did he wait until 1703?

9.)  Who was Hooke eating lunch with when he proposed the analogy of Kepler to Galileo?  Why didn't he just prove how he 
knew the relationship right then at the cafe? He could have avoided all the controversy with Newton/ 

10a.) Where does Askey display "Nulus in Verba"?  It was the original motto of the  Royal Society. 

10b.) What does it translate to? 

10c.) Where does it come from and what does it mean? 

10d.) Who lived by it on a daily basis? ____________________________ 

11.) What was the Royal Society going to use Parallax to prove? 

12.) What was the Society's main complaint about Hooke? 

13.) Google "Parallax" and draw a picture representing it:

** Now skip down on the Reading to where it says  "The Establishment of the Royal Society"
14.)  So what it is about the Royal Society that would have them gladly accept Newton's Reflective Telescope, but practically 
ignore his massively important work on the nature of refraction of white light into ROYGBIV?

http://www.newhistorian.com/edgar-
allan-poe-big-bang/7985/

16.)  The great physicist Edwin Hubble, speaking at Caltech’s commencement in 1938, said a scientist has “a healthy 
skepticism, suspended judgement, and disciplined imagination”—not only about other people’s ideas but also about his or her 

own. The scientist has an __________________________ mind, not a ____________________________ one.

17.) Hubble said it best when he said, “The scientist explains the world by _______________________   _____________________”

18.) So what about vaccine fears and the possible association between autism and thimerosal? 

What evidence shows there is no correlation?

19.) What trends did sociologist Gordon Gauchat find after studying U.S. survey data from 1974 to 2010?   

20.)  Science’s defenders have identified five hallmark moves of pseudoscientists. 
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

21.)  What evidence does  “The Debunking Handbook.” offer? 

22.) If you can't believe one or two scientists claims, who should you believe?  


